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The last week has, I suppose, been a fairly typical one for me. Twice during the week I have encountered distinguished economists analyzing important current problems who asked their audience to accept the new faith that exchange rate policy has been hollowed out by capital mobility, leaving nothing coherent between a fixed exchange rate backed up by a currency board on the one hand, and floating rates on the other. One was Barry Eichengreen, discussing the design of a new international financial architecture at a meeting of the Institute for International Economics. The other was Ernie Preeg, focusing on the outlook for the U.S. economy escaping from its massive current account deficit without a hard landing, in a paper for the Hudson Institute. Interestingly, neither of these analysts ended up by advocating completely freely floating exchange rates without any intervention. Eichengreen took it for granted that floating would be “dirty”; as we all know, “dirty floating” is an emotionally biased term invented by ideological floaters in order to try and discredit exchange rate management. Preeg argued that some “disciplines among the three key currencies on central bank intervention” will be necessary.

If even those who think they have been driven to support floating exchange rates are still taking it for granted that there needs to be some degree of management by the authorities, then two things follow. The first is that there is still a market niche for those of us who try to think about how a system of limited flexibility might best be organized. The other is that there is going to be a continuing need for analysis of where an exchange rate lies in relation to what the authors of this volume call its long-run equilibrium level (the LRER). In the second footnote of the volume the authors gently chastise me for "the somewhat apologetic tone" of my introduction to *Estimating Equilibrium Exchange Rates*, a volume I edited that set itself a fairly similar task, where I seek to defend the value of this exercise. I am delighted that they feel no need for such a qualification. There is indeed a serious job of work to be done, and the
authors in this volume set about doing it with determination and a high degree of professional competence. Since it seems I am no longer as intellectually isolated as I have periodically feared since I began drawing analytical distinctions between different concepts of the equilibrium exchange rate back in 1983, and argued that it was important to try and develop empirical estimates of at least one of those concepts (the one that I termed the "fundamental equilibrium exchange rate," which is roughly equivalent to the LRER of this volume), I promise to be less apologetic in future.

Had I been asked to guess ex ante what countries the authors planned to focus most attention on, I cannot imagine that I would have regarded Côte d’Ivoire and Burkina Faso as leading candidates. In fact this choice was driven by operational exigencies in the World Bank in the early 1990s, at a time when people valuing their careers did not talk out loud about the overvaluation of the CFA franc (any more than people with ambitions spoke about the overvaluation of the pound in the British Treasury in 1966). The natural strategy of a conscientious official confronted by a gag order that he believes cannot last long is to quietly initiate a research program that will help to sort out the mess when higher authority is forced to face the facts of life. That is what happened here. We should be profoundly thankful that the Bank had employees who were prepared to take the risk of reacting that way. They have ended up by producing a book that has far wider applicability than to the CFA countries, or indeed than just to developing countries. This book will surely become the standard reference on the estimation of equilibrium exchange rates (or, what amounts to the same thing, on exchange rate misalignments).

I find it difficult to imagine a world in which it would not be important to estimate exchange rate misalignments. Imagine that Argentina really does dollarize, and then an asymmetrical shock leaves it in deep and seemingly permanent depression. Estimating the degree of overvaluation would be important not just as an input into the inevitable national debate on whether to recreate a national currency, but also to estimate how large a general wage cut would be needed to create the desirable real devaluation without using the exchange rate. Or consider the problems that confront the East Asian countries today (early 1999), of knowing whether their now-floating exchange rates have undone a sufficient part of the overshooting of late 1997 to make it sensible policy to start rebuilding reserves in a big way. Or it may even be that there will be a role for this type of analysis one day among the G3, if and when a concern to adjust the U.S. current account deficit re-emerges.

The material in this volume covers all the important approaches to the estimation of the LRER, from the crudest PPP doctrines (currently
popularized by The Economist’s “Big Mac Index”) through to the simulations of large macroeconometric models that I have attempted to use and the new approach of using unit-root econometrics to derive estimates from a single equation reduced form. I found it particularly interesting that, as an empirical proposition, relative PPP works for Burkina Faso. The volume also provides an excellent guide to the quite sophisticated literature on different concepts of the real exchange rate, and avoids facile identification of one concept as being “the right one.” It warns against all the errors that abound in this field (for example, purporting to explain why devaluation won’t work, or claiming that all one needs to do is look at the black-market rate or the Big Mac Index to know what the exchange rate should be).

Some people may believe that crises are an inevitable feature of the capitalist system. Others hold that exchange-rate crises will vanish as more and more countries adopt floating exchange rates. I can understand adherents of both those views dismissing this book as of no interest. But some of us believe that crises can be avoided or at least limited by good economic management, and that having a reasonable idea of where the equilibrium exchange rate lies is an essential requirement for good macro management. Those who share these views will want to see this volume widely used to help policy analysts get a feeling on what can and cannot be said about the equilibrium exchange rate, and so make an important contribution to the improvement of macro management and hence the avoidance of future crises.
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